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PRE-SUBMISSION CHECKLIST

IMAGE IS AT DESIRED PRINT SIZE

FILE AT 300 DPI OR MORE

IMAGE IS RGB & SRGB COLOR SPACE 

FILE IS SAVED AS 8BIT HIGH QUALITY JPEG OR TIFF 

SOFT PROOF WITH YOUR CHOICE OF PAPER
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CUSTOM SIZE:

yes no

FINE ART 
PRINT ORDER
CLIENT NAME:

ARTWORK TITLE

TYPE OF ARTWORK:
DIGITAL FILE:

NEEDS PHOTO REPRODUCTION: 

NEEDS RETOUCH:

NEEDS COLOR CORRECTION: 

COLOR PROOF REQUESTED:

PAPER CHOICE:

ARTWORK DIMENSION:

PRINT SIZE:

$80 an hour

$35 an hour

$5 each

$40 each photo $50 each photo + 2 proofs + 1hr color correction

RECOMMENDED OFFER



TERMS OF SERVICE

Unless the client is using the same monitors, the same monitor calibration devices and the printer profiles we use, it would only be by chance 

that the printed giclée will perfectly match the client's monitor. The way a picture appears on the client's screen depends on each individual 

screen setting like contrast, brightness, color profile, brand and lightning viewing conditions. The same picture may appear different on 

different screens. The same picture printed on different media or on a different printer will appear different as well. 

If the file your artwork is “ready to print.”, Proper Printshop assumes you have carefully prepared your file for printing and do not want us to 

make any adjustments to your file. The submitted file must be prepared per our specifications listed above. If this is your first time printing 

with us, we highly recommend that you order a proof print prior to printing the finals.

The quality of the resulting prints will be directly proportionate to the quality of the submitted file. If we don't have a high quality digital file to 

print from, the prints may be compromised.

If your image is not an 8 bit, RGB, TIFF or high quality jpeg, free of layers and alpha channels, it is not considered ready to print and you may 

incur additional set-up charges.

When original artwork is delivered to us for photographic reproduction, Proper Printshop is not liable for any damage occurred to the original 

artwork. We always care for every piece by wearing gloves and only working on clean surfaces.

By signing this form, you declare to own the copyright of the pieces. If the artwork to be printed belongs to any artist/s other than the client, 

usage permission must be sought and granted in order to reproduce the images regardless of the final use. Proper Printshop assumes that 

the client obtained the applicable licenses and must no be held accountable for any copyright infringement incurred by the client.

I understand and agree to the terms of service described above.

Signature

Date:
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	name: Downtowner
	artworktitle: Johnny Cash Arrest 1965
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	artwork type: [Photograph]
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	artwork dimension: 6.6x4.39
	print size: [Choose]
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	custom size: 36x24
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